
LYMPHOMA-

HODGKIN’S AND 

NON HODGKIN’S



WHAT IS LYMPHOMA?
LYMPHOMA

is the term applied to a heterogeneous 

collection of diseases characterized by the 

presence of malignant lymphoid cells.

Or   

malignant neoplasm originate in the bone 

marrow and lymphatic structure  resulting in 

the proliferation of lymphocytes. 

i.e.

Cancer of the Lymphatic System





TYPES

◼Hodgkin's  and

◼Non Hodgkin's lymphoma.



Hodgkin's lymphoma/disease

◼Hodgkin's disease described by 

Thomas Hodgkin in 1832, was 

the first form of lymphoma 

described and defined. 





Meaning 

◼ It is a malignant condition characterized by 

proliferation of abnormal giant , 

multinucleated cell called Reed Sternberg cell, 

which are located in lymph node. 



What are the causes?
◼ In most cases - idiopathic

◼ It is likely that several factors are important                                                                          

e.g.   Genetic predisposition                          

plus infection (bacteria or virus)                                       

plus chemicals                                    

plus ????

◼ But in some cases we know some risk factors
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Clinical manifestation
◼ Painless , firm , movable 

adenopathy in cervical 

and supraclavicular

regions.

◼ Anorexia, fever. weight 

loss , malaise and 

lethargy.

◼ Hepatsplenomegaly.

◼ Mediastinal mass with 

or without airway 

obstruction.



◼ Depending on extent and location of 

nodal and extranodal disease patient may 

present with the sign and symptoms of 

airway obstruction ( dyspnea, hypoxia, 

caugh)



CLINICAL STAGING CLASSIFICATION OF HODGKIN’S DISEASE

Classification Description

Stage I

Stage II

Stage III

Stage IV

Subdivisions

Class A

Class B

Involvement of a single lymph node region(I) or a single extralyphatic

organ or site(IE)

Involvement of two or more lymph node regions on the same side of 

the diaphragm(II) or localized involvement of an extralyphamatic

organ or site and of one or more lymph node region on the same side of 

the diaphragm.

Involvement of lymph node regions  on both sides of the 

diaphragm(III) which may also be accompanied by localized 

involvement of an extralyphamatic organ or site (IIIse) or both

Diffuse or disseminated involvement of one or more extralyphatic

organs or tissues with or without association lymph node enlargement

No defined symptoms

Symptoms include:

Unexplained weight loss of more than 10% of body weight in 6 mo 

prior to diagnosis

Unexplained fever with temperature above 38F,night sweat.



Hodgkin’s Lymphoma - Staging



Diagnosis
◼ Physical  examination

◼ Radiography

◼ Cervical lymph node biopsy 

◼ CBC and sedimentation rate: suggest marrow 

involvement

◼ Bone marrow Biopsy 

◼ Bone scan usually perform in patient with bone 

pain and elevated alkaline phosphatase

◼ liver function test

◼ Chest CT or MRI  of chest, abdomen and pelvis



◼ Gallium Scan –Gallium 67 scan is particularly 

helpful in identifying areas of increase 

uptake, which can then be re-evaluated at the 

end of treatment  

◼ Positron Emission Tomography (PET Scan).



TREATMENT

◼Chemotherapy

◼Radiation



◼ Minimum of six cycles of chemotherapy is  
given , with significant cumulative toxicity 
including malignancies, sterility, and cardiac 
and pulmonary dysfunction.

◼ Relapse : most relapse occur within the first 3 
years from diagnosis but relapses as late as 10 
years have been reported.

◼ Prognosis :Patient who relapse more than 12 
months after chemotherapy alone or combined 
therapy have the best prognosis and usually 
respond to additional standard therapy, 
resulting in the long term survival of 60-70%. 



NONHODGKINS 

LYMPHOMA(NHL)

◼ Incidence: male to female ratio is 3:1 , 

Non hodgkins lymphoma account 60% 

of all lymphoma in children and 

adolescent . it represent 8-10% of 

malignancies in children between 5-19 

years of age.



Meaning 

◼ Non –hodgkins lymphoma is term used 

to describe a group of solid tumors that 

may originate in any of the lymphatic 

tissue of the body.



◼There are many different types 
of non-Hodgkin lymphomas 
which can be divided into 
aggressive (fast-growing) and 
indolent (slow-growing) types 
and can be classified as either 
B-cell or T-cell non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma. 



Etiology
◼ An excess of NHL is seen following 

previous chemotherapy for hodgkins’s

disease, or other cancer , 

◼ immune and acquired immunosuppressive 

therapy like HIV infection , 

immunosuppressive therapy (e.g post 

transplant), malaria and infection with EB 

virus are believe to be risk factors.



Pathphysiology

◼ Non –hodgkins lymphoma originate 
from a proliferation of either B cell or T 
cell

◼ The disease is usually diffuse rather 
than nodular,

◼ The cell type is either undifferentiated 
or poorly differentiated.

◼ Dissemination occurs earlier , more 
often and more rapidly.



Comparison of Hodgkin's lymphoma 

with non Hodgkin's lymphoma
Hodgkin’s 

lymphoma

Non-Hodgkin's 

lymphoma

Cellular origin B lymphocyes B lymphocytes (90%)

T lymphocytes(10%)

Extent of  

disease

Localized to 

regional but may be 

bulky

disseminated

Symptoms common 40%

Histophalogical 

clasiification

five many

Extranodal 

involvement.

Rare common



Diagnosis
◼ History and physical examination 

◼ Complete blood count 

◼ Adequate surgical biopsy for histologic subtype, cytochemical , 
immunologic , cytogenetic and molecular studies.

◼ Bone marrow aspiration and biopsy

◼ CSF examination

◼ LFT, renal function test, serum electrolyte , LDH, uric acid.

◼ Chest radiography

◼ Ultrasonography

◼ CT scan of chest and abdomen

◼ Gallium study optional 

◼ Epstein –Barr titers

◼ Lumbur puncture 



Treatment
◼ Common treatment regimen include COPAD 

cyclophosphomide , vincristine , prednisone 

and doxyrubicin) or COMP (cyclophospomide, 

vincristine , methotrexate , 6-mercaptopurine 

and prednisone ) for BL and DLBCL requires 6 

week to 6 months of therapy and LL usually 

require 24 months of treatment .

◼ Localized ALCL  commonly APO(doxorubicin, 

prednisone  and vincristine) 



Prognosis

◼ The prognosis is excellent for most form of 

childhood and adolescent NHL.

◼ Patient with localized disease have a 90-95% 

chance of survival. 

◼ The variation in survival depends on 

pathological subtype, tumour burden at 

diagnosis as reflected serum LDH level, 

presence or absence of CNS disease, specific 

sites of metastatic spread.



NURSING MANAGEMENT :

Assessment 

◼ Nursing history.

◼ Thorough lymph node assessment

◼ Assess respiratory status if respiratory 

symptom (due to mediasternal

involvement) are present.



◼ Risk for infection related to depressed body defence

◼ Pain related to diagnostic procedure and treatment.

◼ Ineffective Breathing Pattern related to mediastinal

mass (if present).

◼ Body image disturbance related to enlargement of 

cervical lymph node.

◼ Diversional activity deficit related to restricted 

environment.

◼ Impaired family process related to undergoing 

therapy.


